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This paper develops a new framework to examine the use of ‘evaluation resources’ in
research discourse. In previous studies of evaluative resources, two distinct, although
interwoven, types of context have been identified: 1) the real world where
evaluation resources are used to describe situations, and 2) the research world
studying the real world, where they are used to engage readers and open up
debate. In this paper, we will propose three context types: 1) the research world,
where the choice of evaluation must be affected by the writer’s argumentative
intention, 2) the real world where the choice of evaluation is affected by the writer’s
argumentative intention, and 3) the real world where the choice of evaluation is not
affected by the writer’s argumentative intention. This distinction helps us identify
more rigorously those evaluative resources that are relevant to arguments. It will also
enable us to explore and quantify the way evaluation functions across contexts.
Keywords: Academic writing, Research space, Real world, Research world, Planes of
discourse, Appraisal theory
Introduction
In research writing (research articles, proposals and even dissertations and theses), it is
considered important to establish a reason for the research that is undertaken. Swales’
Create a Research Space (CARS) model for research article introductions (1990, 2004)
is widely adopted in the teaching of research writing (see for example Cotos 2014;
Swales & Feak 2012), and introduced the notion that writers should establish a terri-
tory for their research, and identify a gap or a ‘niche’ that their research can fill (Swales
1990:141). Swales’ model reveals research article introductions to function primarily as
a means of engaging and persuading the reader; in order to achieve this end they re-
quire extensive use of evaluative resources.
The original CARS model implied that the researcher could only occupy a research
space by establishing the centrality of the research topic and/or identifying knowledge
gaps relating to the prior research. In a later study, however, Samraj (2002:10) exam-
ined Conservation Biology research article introductions in terms of the CARS model
and pointed out that the author’s own research was sometimes justified through claims
about the state of the environment and environmental problems, rather than claims
about research centrality and research gaps.
This paper will propose a theoretical framework which acknowledges the possibility
of a real world space for the researcher to occupy, alongside the familiar Swalesian
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‘research space’. The contrast between ‘real world’ and ‘research world’ evaluation con-
texts was briefly mentioned by Samraj (2002) but has been examined more extensively
in a number of studies relating to evaluation, such as those of Sinclair (1981), Thetela
(1997), Hunston (2000) and Hood (2004). These studies have contributed to our under-
standing of the way evaluation differs from context to context, and have been widely
applied to the analysis of academic texts (see for example, Atai & Falah 2006; Cava
2007; Millán 2012; Shaw 2003; Wu 2008). The studies do not, however, systematically
consider the purposes of evaluation within specific moves, in specific genres. This
paper aims to build on existing frameworks and the valuable insights provided by
Sinclair, Thetela, Hunston and Hood while identifying and addressing some inherent
problems with the way they have treated context, bearing in mind the role context
plays within the move structure of the research article.
Much anthropological and linguistic research (see, for example, Bakhtin 1981; Hyland
1996; Martin & White 2005; Myers 1989; Swales 1990, 2004) has justified the preva-
lence of evaluative resources in academic writing on the grounds that academic writing
is not solely ‘monologic’ (i.e. presenting a single interpretation that is not open to dis-
cussion), but is also interpersonal and interactive (i.e. offering opportunities for alterna-
tive interpretations). Researchers have examined evaluative resources from a variety of
perspectives, both in terms of their function (Chafe & Johanna 1986; Hyland 1999;
Martin & White 2005; Ochs & Schieffelin 1989; Thompson & Hunston 2000) and in
terms of their linguistic form (Biber et al. 1999; Dressen 2003; Hunston 1993, 1994;
Tucker 2003; White 2003). The two distinct, although interwoven, types of context that
have been identified for these resources in academic writing are the real world being
studied, and the research world that studies the real world. These two types are illus-
trated via the word ‘ignore’ in example (1) (where it relates to the real world) and ex-
ample (2) (where it relates to the research world).
(1)Some students ignored the photocopies while some others analyzed them either
individually or in groups.
(2)Academic literacies research that ignores the nature of the texts themselves misses
an important source of insights into literacy practices, …
Intuitively, the word ‘ignore’ in example (1) is much less relevant to the writer’s rhet-
orical purposes and construction of stance and voice than the word ‘ignore’ in example
(2). If a text applies a large number of evaluative resources of the type in example (1), an
analysis of this text might wrongly conclude that the writer is being judgmental unless the
level of relevance to the writer’s rhetorical purposes is taken into account. Therefore, it is
not enough simply to count the total number of occurrences of evaluative resources in a
text; resources at different levels of relevance to the construction of stance must be
counted and analyzed separately. These levels of relevance are highly associated with the
context (in the research or the real world), so context is an important consideration when
examining the way a particular evaluation resource functions in a text.
The most influential studies of the effect of context on evaluation in academic dis-
course, those of Sinclair (1981), Thetela (1997), Hunston (2000), and Hood (2004), have
taken slightly different approaches to this topic. Moreover, they do not consistently
distinguish between the two types of context, and for this reason their approaches are
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difficult to apply to new texts. John Sinclair (1981) proposed the existence of an ‘autono-
mous plane’ and an ‘interactive plane’, a notion that was intended to help analysts identify
what was being evaluated, and what roles writers and readers were performing. On the
autonomous plane Sinclair thought of the writer as an informer who told the reader of
the content of the text, while simultaneously on the interactive plane Sinclair thought of
the writer as a text-constructor, informing the reader about the structure of the text.
Sinclair’s planes might possibly be compared to the three Hallidayan metafunctions oper-
ating simultaneously within the text, the textual and interpersonal metafunctions man-
aging discourse flow and the interaction between writer and reader, and the ideational
metafunction enabling us to construe human experience (Halliday 1994). Building on
Sinclair’s idea, Hunston (2000) regarded interactive evaluation (the interactive plane) as
an aid to the construction, in the whole text, of the argument which aimed to persuade
the reader. On the other hand, in Hunston’s (2000: 195) view evaluations bestowed on the
outside world (the autonomous plane) reflected the ideology of the section of society from
which the writer came. Hunston analyzed planes of discourse alongside other perspec-
tives: attribution (language or thoughts presented as deriving from someone other than
the writer), averral (the writer’s own language or thoughts), and different types of state-
ment (of fact, interpretation, assumption, assessment or recommendation).
In an earlier study, Hunston (1993) had developed the idea that any evaluation that
contributes to the achievement of a particular goal will be positive, whilst any evalu-
ation that holds back from that achievement will be negative. Hunston (1993) did not
consider context, but her notion of positive and negative evaluation was later used by
Thetela (1997) to examine context in academic research articles. Thetela invented the
term ‘topic-oriented evaluation’ (TOE) to describe evaluations related to the real world
(as in example (1) above), and the term ‘research-oriented evaluation’ (ROE) to describe
evaluations directly related to the research discourse and its purpose (as in example (2)
above). Later Hood (2004) developed Thetela’s notion of ROE and TOE, but used
slightly different terminology. She replaced the term ROE with ‘Field of Research’ (FR),
defined as intrinsic to the task of introducing and positioning the writer’s own research,
and replaced the term TOE with ‘Field of Domain’ (FD), defined as the set of activities
that are the focus of the writer’s study.
These ideas draw attention to the role of context within evaluation. However, it is dif-
ficult to decide which of the four approaches taken by Sinclair, Hunston, Thetela and
Hood is the best one to replicate in further studies, as they have all led to slightly
contradictory conclusions. For example, Sinclair (1981) claimed that every sentence in
a text operates on each plane simultaneously (in Sinclair’s terms, examples (1) and (2)
would both operate on both planes), while Hood (2004) claimed that sentences do not
necessarily operate in both fields (in Hood’s terms, example (1) is FD and example (2)
is FR). The different studies also employ slightly different analytical tools: Thetela
(1997) and Hood (2004) concentrated solely on contexts, but in Hunston’s work, planes
of discourse, attribution/averral and different types of statement were all analyzed to-
gether, making it difficult to isolate findings that are relevant solely to the planes of dis-
course. Moreover, although Thetela and Hood claimed that their categories were
mutually exclusive, some examples in their data seem to fit both ROE/FR (Research-
Oriented Evaluation/Field of Research) and TOE/FD (Topic-Oriented Evaluation/Field
of Domain) equally well.
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This paper aims to establish a more replicable way of distinguishing context types in
evaluative discourse. Thus, our objectives are as follows:
a. To compare and contrast the different types of contexts discussed by Hunston
(2000), Thetela (1997) and Hood (2004) in order to identify those aspects of the
theory that require further development and clarification.
b. To propose an improved theoretical framework that resolves some of the
ambiguities of the previous systems.
A comparison of different approaches to the analysis of context
In this section, we will compare in more detail the way that Hunston (2000), Thetela
(1997) and Hood (2004) distinguish between different types of context, with reference
to the texts they themselves have analyzed. To begin with, we will look at the distinc-
tion between the interactive and autonomous planes, first introduced as a concept by
Sinclair (1981) and then developed by Hunston (2000).
Interactive plane vs. autonomous plane
In Sinclair’s model (1981) all sentences can function simultaneously on both the inter-
active plane, on which the writer informs the reader about the structure of the text,
and the autonomous plane, on which the writer informs the reader about its content.
Hunston (2000: 183) pointed out that the key distinction between the two planes lies in
what is being evaluated – “a discourse act in the discourse itself (interactive) or some-
thing else (autonomous)”. However, Hunston’s criteria for identification involve other
perspectives such as attribution/averral, and different types of statement (of fact, inter-
pretation, assessment, assumption and recommendation). She suggested that ‘attribu-
tion’ presents the ideas of other people, and attaches different levels of credence to
different pieces of information. When a given idea is attributed, the responsibility of
the writer decreases and is delegated to the attribute. Hunston also considered the sta-
tus of the statement, taking into account the variable alignment of ‘world’, the truth-
value of which is evaluated by the writer, and ‘statement’, assumed for the moment to
be true rather than argued. Figure 1 is our attempt to summarize the ideas Hunston ex-
presses in her research, showing the ways in which rhetorical choices are made.
Fig. 1 Hunston’s interactive plane and autonomous plane
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Hunston (2000: 198) claimed that the advantage of analyzing text at the level of
planes is that it “demonstrates the interaction between the world of the text and
the world outside it”. However, the additional examination of attribution/averral
and the status of statements, although important for the study of evaluation, may
not always be clear what is relevant solely to planes of discourse and not to the
other perspectives, and therefore hinder analysis of the ways the autonomous and
interactive planes interact.
In Hunston’s system of analysis the two planes function in parallel rather than being
mutually exclusive. As Hunston (2000: 183) argues, “every sentence in a text operates
on each plane simultaneously, although some sentences draw attention to their status
on the interactive plane more explicitly than others”. She explained further that “if we
take sentence [1.1]….. as a claim … which is evaluated in subsequent sentences, we are
seeing sentence [1.1] from the point of view of the writer-as-text-constructor”, but “if
we take sentence [1.1] as a comment on certain things other than this discourse, in-
cluding other discourses, we are seeing it from the point of view of writer-as-informer”.
Thus, in her annotation, every sentence is on the interactive plane and all parts marked
as autonomous are also marked as interactive, so a considerable amount of the text
functions on both planes. There is no denying that the overlap within Hunston’s frame-
work serves a purpose; it allows for the fact that one text (or one sentence, or one
word) can simultaneously pertain to both the real and the research world. However,
Hunston’s approach fails to reveal the interesting complementarity between real and re-
search world resources. This complementarity deserves investigation as it can shed
light on the ways evaluation is achieved. For example, writers might intentionally focus
on the real or the research world context in order to better establish a niche for their
own investigations, and it would be easier to compare these two different evaluative
roles if it was impossible for any stretch of text to belong to both.
Research-Oriented Evaluation (ROE) vs. Topic-Oriented evaluations (TOE)
Thetela (1997) provided a simpler and more straightforward distinction between re-
search and real world contexts, but only considered evaluations and evaluated entities
where positive or negative attitudes are made explicit (in other words those that are
positively or negatively ‘inscribed’). She called evaluations directly related to the re-
search discourse and its purpose ‘research-oriented evaluations’ (ROE), and evaluations
related to the real world being investigated ‘topic-oriented evaluations’ (TOE).
ROE and TOE are mutually exclusive, unlike Hunston’s autonomous and interactive
planes. They are therefore much more distinct. This is because Thetela took a narrower
view of the interactive plane, leaving out what is being investigated and focusing solely
on the investigation itself. In Thetela’s analysis, the writer therefore functions only as
an observer of the research.
The distinction between Hunston’s annotation and Thetela’s is illustrated in examples
(3) and (4), where the same excerpt has been annotated according to the two different
systems. In example (3), Hunston identifies Sentence [1] as an averred assessment
which is supported by the evidence in sentence [2]. Therefore, both sentences are on
the interactive plane although both of them include the real world being investigated.
(The interactive plane is in bold, the autonomous plane is in italics.)
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(3)[1] Right now a new wave of anti-sect paranoia is sweeping the world. [2] All
ruling bodies, political parties and the media seem unanimous in their
suspicion and hostility towards sects and any group of people labelled a ‘sect’
are automatically viewed with prejudiced eyes.
However, according to Thetela’s system, Sentences [1] and [2] should be annotated as
follows, with TOE elements in italics. No ROE is found.
(4)[1] Right now a new wave of anti-sect paranoia is sweeping the world. [2] All ruling
bodies, political parties and the media seem unanimous in their suspicion and hostil-
ity towards sects and any group of people labelled a ‘sect’ are automatically viewed
with prejudiced eyes.
Thetela’s key criterion for distinguishing between TOE and ROE is the idea that with
ROE it is the researcher who performs the evaluation, whereas a positive or negative
TOE is something that the researcher simply reports, and is “neither good or bad in it-
self” (Thetela 1997: 105). Positively or negatively evaluated topics are both equally in-
teresting and worth investigation, however.
Broadly speaking, Thetela’s ROE is the same concept as Hunston’s interactive
plane, in that in both cases it marks instances where the writer interacts with the
reader. Hunston was interested in the role of evaluation in persuasive discourse
generally, however, whereas Thetela was solely concerned with evaluation in re-
search articles and because of this was able to narrow the scope of her analysis.
The writer of a research article engages with the research community, and the re-
search community judges the research process when they read the research article.
The writer’s purpose is therefore to negotiate the perspective “from which the re-
search should be judged” (Thetela 1997: 105). However, although Thetela differed
from Hunston in that she paid greater attention to the research process specific-
ally, she retained Hunston’s view of the constructive role played by interactive dis-
course, in that ROE contributes to a global evaluation.
As well as regarding the writer as a research observer, community communicator and
discourse constructor (through his or her use of ROE), Thetela also specified the role
of the writer as a real world observer (through his or her use of TOE). TOE entities are
evaluated and described in research papers, but they neither constitute the research it-
self nor contribute to the research purpose. The interrelation between Hunston and
Thetela’s distinctions are represented in our Fig. 2.
Thetela thought of ROE, the research process proper, as consisting of two types,
process and product. Her idea of research process related to how the research is done,
and how it is reported and interpreted with reference to its usefulness and reliability.
She related research product, on the other hand, to the results of the research, generally
reported and interpreted with reference to significance and certainty. The evaluation of
usefulness and significance, which is called ‘worthiness’ by Thetela, can be achieved
using linguistic items such as ‘useful’; ‘important’, ‘remarkable’ and ‘interest’. The evalu-
ation of certainty and reliability, which is called ‘fixedness’ by Thetela, can be achieved
using linguistic items such as ‘possible’ and ‘obvious’. It is possible to express Thetela’s
whole system diagrammatically, as in Fig. 3.
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Although there are clear criteria for breaking ROE down in this way, Fig. 3 is incom-
plete because the categories of process and product do not cover all possible types of
ROE. In a research article, for example, a niche (i.e. a gap) usually needs to be estab-
lished before reporting and interpreting the research process, in order to justify the
need for the research (Swales 1990, 2004). Evaluating this gap is not the same as evalu-
ating methods or findings, however, and therefore the evaluation of the gap does not
belong in either the process or product categories. This is where Thetela’s system runs
into difficulty.
Typically, in experimental research a niche is identified either by evaluating the prior
research (or lack of prior research) (ROE) or by evaluating the real world being investi-
gated (TOE). However, although Thetela (1997: 105) claimed that when evaluating the
real world (TOE) “both good or bad performances are equally interesting topics worth
investigating”, when a niche is identified in the real world (for example the fact that vo-
cabulary is often ignored, as in example (5) below), the evaluation has to be negative in
order to justify the research. For this reason it can be said that good or bad perfor-
mances in the real world are not always equally interesting and worthy of investigation;
it is therefore important to distinguish between the two types of real world context –
affected and unaffected by the writer’s argumentative intention. This problem also
arises in other cases, for example when the writer identifies and evaluates the possible
Fig. 2 Interrelation between the evaluation systems of Hunston and Thetela
Fig. 3 Thetela’s Research-Oriented Evaluation (ROE)
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impact of the research (as in example (6)). That is to say, in practice ROE and TOE
overlap rather than being mutually exclusive.
(5)Unfortunately, vocabulary is often ignored and students are bogged down with a
dilemma of guessing words in the EFL teaching context. (Purpose: establishing a
research gap)
(6)Although provisional, our model has implications for pedagogy. First of all, the role
of L2 vocabulary listening comprehension achievement is important information
for teachers. (Purpose: identifying possible impact)
The Field of Research (FR) vs. the Field of Domain (FD)
Hood (2004) used the term ‘Field of Domain’ (FD) rather than Topic Oriented Evaluation
(TOE) when referring to the set of activities that are the focus of the writer’s study, but
her ‘Field of Research’ (FR) was somewhat different from Thetela’s notion of
Research Oriented Evaluation (ROE). ROE only considers the process and product
of the investigation, but FR constructs a more exhaustive set of research activities,
including the identification of research issues (an example of this might be ‘estab-
lishing a research gap’) and the interpretation of findings and outcomes (an ex-
ample of this might be ‘identifying possible impact’).
Hood’s FR and FD categories, like Thetela’s ROE and TOE, can be applied to texts in-
dependently of any broader analytical approach. For example, they can be incorporated
into Systemic Functional Linguistics, but can equally well be used with other methods
of discourse analysis. Hood, like Thetela, is concerned with the categorization of en-
tities and their ascribed evaluations, but, like Hunston, this is not her sole concern.
Hood’s extension of linguistic boundaries requires more criteria to identify parts of the
discourse that Thetela had ignored. For this purpose, Hood identified certain lexical
items typical of FR or FD in her sample texts. For example, ‘produced’, ‘found’, ‘discov-
ered’, ‘identified’, ‘achieved’, ‘findings’, ‘results’, ‘evidence’, ‘answer’, etc. were words associ-
ated with FR, while ‘students’, ‘performance’, ‘better’, ‘worse’, etc. were words associated
with the FD. Lexis is not always a reliable indicator, however, as lexical meaning can
vary according to context. For example, the ‘results’ of a language exam for students
might refer to an FR context or an FD context, depending on whether they were
treated as the results of the writer’s study or simply as evidence from the real world.
Similarly, the FD-associated word ‘performance’ might refer to prior research perform-
ance, in which case it should be categorized as FR.
In order to explain the relationship between clauses constructive of FD and clauses
constructive of FR, Hood also proposed a new way of considering projection, drawing
both on ‘grammatical’ projection (Halliday 1994) and ‘metaphorical’ projection (Christie
1997). In Hood’s terms, FD and FR are connected through a range of congruent and
non-congruent realizations, where ‘sayers’ or ‘sensers’ project ‘locutions’ or ‘ideas’
(Halliday 1994). For example, although ‘suggest’, ‘discover’ and ‘show’ were associated by
Hood with FR, the locutions or ideas that sayers or sensers suggested, discovered or
showed were associated with FD. However, as Hunston (2000) and Thetela (1997)
pointed out, the distinction between research and real worlds is made with reference to
discourse rather than to grammar, and is thus often open to interpretation. For
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example, we argue that in example (7) below (where Hood marked FR in bold and FD
in italics), although ‘social actions and interaction’ and ‘organizations of the conversa-
tions’ belong to the real world which is being investigated, the rest of the sentence as-
sesses the methodology of the research itself. According to this interpretation, it should
be analyzed as in example (8).
(7)In this sense, all aspects of social actions and interaction can also be examined by
looking at the organizations of the conversations (Heritage, 1989).
(8)In this sense, all aspects of social actions and interaction can also be examined by
looking at the organizations of the conversations (Heritage, 1989).
In some cases, Hood’s system encounters another difficulty in that the two categories
(FR and FD) are not mutually exclusive, just as in Thetela’s system. In example (5), for
example, the evaluation ‘vocabulary is often ignored’ operates simultaneously in both
the FD and the FR. This kind of evaluation is of the activity being investigated (which
is a feature of FD), but also serves to justify the necessity of the writer’s own research
(which is a feature of FR).
Hood herself also noticed that some entities can fit in both fields. She argues that en-
tities such as ‘conclusion’, ‘relationship’, ‘effects’, and ‘similarities’ are observations of phe-
nomena in the FD, but also present aspects of the FR. In the course of coding, Hood
chose between FD and FR by identifying the dominant field in the co-text. In example (9),
she considered the words in bold to be constructing in the FR, for example, while in ex-
ample (10), she considered the words in bold to be constructing in the FD.
(9)Of the many who have looked at the relationship between age and performance
at universities, none has as yet produced a definite answer to the question …
(10)…the results have indicated that the relationship between age and performance
is not a linear one
Although in example (9), Hood considered ‘the relationship between age and per-
formance at universities’ as FR, her decision does not change the fact that this part of
the sentence is related to the real world activities being investigated. This method of
identification is not entirely in line with Hood’s definitions for the two fields, and thus
may be difficult to replicate.
The interrelations between the three systems created by Hunston (2000), Thetela
(1997) and Hood (2004) are illustrated in our Fig. 4. The conceptual perspective of the
interactive plane is larger than that of ROE and FR in that it accounts for the inter-
active construction evident in every sentence in the text, while ROE and FR only ac-
count for the investigation itself, which is only referenced in some parts of the text. FR
is larger than ROE in the figure because FR functions in projecting relations, represent-
ing not only every situation that is being evaluated but also all the situations that are
not being evaluated, whereas ROE is merely concerned with ascribed evaluations and
the entities they evaluate. The autonomous plane and TOE, on the other hand, are pre-
sented within the larger category of FD, because FD functions in projecting relations
representing not only every situation that is being evaluated but also the situations that
are not being evaluated. The linguistic realizations on the autonomous plane also
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function on the interactive plane, but this does not necessarily happen the other way
round. For this reason, the autonomous plane is placed within the interactive plane in
Fig. 4. As noted previously, there are overlaps between ROE and TOE, and between FR
and FD, although Thetela and Hood both claimed that their systems were mutually ex-
clusive. This is the biggest problem with their context categorization systems.
The ambiguities of the three systems created by Hunston (2000), Thetela (1997) and
Hood (2004) can be summarized as follows: inconsistent conceptual perspectives, non-
mutually exclusive categories, and insufficient identification criteria. Building on the prior
approaches, these ambiguities will be addressed in the new framework outlined below.
Aspects of the new theoretical framework
In order to build a valid theoretical framework, three issues need to be resolved:
1) the overlap between the two contexts (real world and research world) identified in
the prior research needs to be accounted for in some way
2) ‘context’ needs to be defined with respect to evaluative resources within academic
texts
3) criteria need to be set for the identification of each context.
In what follows, these issues are discussed with reference to extracts from research
articles in applied linguistics. Research articles have been chosen because of their im-
portance as a channel for the communication of investigative research.
The overlap between the two contexts
Probably the easiest solution to coping with the overlapping resources is to group them
into a third ‘hybrid’ category. However, the problem of the overlap between Hunston’s
research world and real world contexts cannot be resolved simply by creating a third
‘hybrid’ category for elements that belong in both contexts, because such a category
would result in the fragmentation of propositions (sentences) that in their entirety con-
strue the interaction context. Hunston (2000: 203) presented her sample text as being
entirely on the interactive plane, although large parts could also be judged to function
on the autonomous plane. In example (11) (the first two sentences from this text), for
example, she identified interactivity in the way Sentence [2] provides evidence for
Fig. 4 Interrelations between the three distinctions discussed in Hunston (2000), Thetela (1997) and
Hood (2004)
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Sentence [1]. However, if we isolate the parts of these sentences which function simul-
taneously on both planes, and treat them as belonging to a hybrid category, only a few
fragments such as ‘Right now a new’, ‘All’, ‘seem unanimous in’ and ‘and any’ remain on
the interactive plane. These are so fragmentary that it is no longer possible to construe
any interaction.
In example (11) the interactive plane is in italics, the possible hybrid category is in
bold. No items on the autonomous plane have been identified.
(11)[1] Right now a new wave of anti-sect paranoia is sweeping the world. [2] All
ruling bodies, political parties and the media seem unanimous in their suspicion
and hostility towards sects and any group of people labelled a ‘sect’ are
automatically viewed with prejudiced eyes.
Unlike Hunston’s system, the overlapping resources encountered by Thetela’s system
and Hood’s system can be grouped into a new context. For example, the evaluative
items, ‘ignore’ and ‘important’, in examples (5) and (6) can be categorized as a hybrid
context without causing any new problems. Therefore, three contexts will be consid-
ered in the new framework instead of two.
Defining ‘context’ with respect to evaluative resources
Our intuition about the existence of real world contexts and research world contexts in
investigative discourse is supported by the fact that any investigation must include two
components: the question of how to investigate (in other words the investigative
process), and the question of what to investigate (in other words the matter being in-
vestigated). Thetela (1997) and Hood (2004) associate the question of how to investi-
gate with the research world, and the question of what to investigate with the real
world. This categorization is sometimes problematic, however, because what to investi-
gate might, in fact, be associated with the real world or the research world, given that it
is possible to investigate either real world or theoretical matters. Indeed, it is possible
to regard theory in a research article as pertaining to both what is being investigated
and the method of investigation. Thus in example (12), taken from an introduction to
an applied linguistics research article, the ‘academic literacies research’ relates to theory,
and the claim that it ‘ignores something’ constructs an argument which will be used to
justify the selection of a better method of investigation (thereby evaluating investigative
processes).
(12) Academic literacies research that ignores the nature of the texts themselves
misses an important source of insights into literacy practices.
In the context of the research world, any positive or negative evaluation has to be in line
with the argument the writer is constructing, for example in order to align or distance
readers, and/or to establish a research gap. That is to say, the writer takes full responsibil-
ity for choosing a particular evaluation. In example (13), taken from an introduction to
another applied linguistics research article, ‘well-established’ (in bold) can be categorized
as an evaluation of ‘PPP’, the research world topic under investigation:
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(13)PPP is well-established in mainstream ELT methodology but has attracted a lot of
criticism.
In examples (14)–(16), also taken from research article introductions, the underlined
segments also evaluate research world topics, but in these cases the research world
manifests itself in references to prior research (Stone’s work in example (14), the
current research (‘this article’) in example (15), and the development of a contrasting
train of thought example (16)).
(14)Stone (2003) found that, over time, ….., which suggested that …….
(15)This article is a step toward bridging this divide, offering insight into both ….
(16)However, we wondered whether …..
Unlike references to the research world, which can relate to the matter under investi-
gation or the process of investigation, references to the real world can only concern the
matter under investigation, in the manner illustrated in examples (17) and (18). Ex-
ample (17), taken from the results section of a research article, is more straightforward
in this respect. The evaluation (in this case manifested through the word ‘ignore’) does
not serve to support the writer’s concluding argument that the teacher should take ac-
tions to help those students who had a negative attitude towards independent learning.
The writer is simply observing a real world situation, and had no influence over what
the learners did or did not do. A negative evaluation does not change the legitimacy of
the investigation, or the relationship between writer and reader.
(17)Some students ignored the photocopies while some others analyzed them either
individually or in groups.
Every evaluation is of course subjective, and other members of the research commu-
nity may still query the writer’s claim that ‘some students ignored the photocopies’.
However, a researcher’s evaluation of a real world situation is more likely to be arguable
in terms of whether it is true or false, whereas the researcher’s choice of evaluation of
the investigation itself is more likely to be arguable in terms of whether it is supported
by valid reasoning.
Although it seems that the evaluation of real world situations does not help to for-
ward arguments in research articles, there may be exceptions to this. Example (18)
(from a research article introduction) refers to a real world context in the same way as
example (17), but it plays a different role – that of ‘establishing a niche’ for the current
research by identifying a problem that the researcher can help to resolve.
(18)Unfortunately, vocabulary is often ignored and students are bogged down with a
dilemma of guessing words in the EFL teaching context.
A negative evaluation is a typical means of justifying current research; Swales’ Move
2 in research article introductions, ‘Establishing a Niche’, for example, indicates limita-
tions to the existing state of knowledge through the use of adversatives and various
forms of negation (Swales 1990:154–5). Similarly, if the writer decides to focus on a real
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world phenomenon as a justification for the current research, this phenomenon is likely
to be presented in a negative light, so that the writer’s research contribution can be pre-
sented as a way of improving the situation. The positivity or negativity of the evaluation
matters to the argument, regardless of whether the evaluated entity belongs in the real
or the research world.
Conversely, evaluations in the conclusions to research articles tend to be positive,
as they relate to the writer’s contribution to the research field and/or the effect of
the research on the real world. In the case of example (19), taken from the con-
cluding section of a research article, the current real world situation (with bold
italic) is negatively evaluated, but a predicted future real world situation (in italics)
is evaluated positively.
(19)This research uncovers the areas of persistent challenge to EFL learners across
different proficiencies, e.g., (correct) use of conjunctions and flexible manipulation
of lexical elaboration, which may merit heed of many EFL teachers and they can
frame their future teaching and inquiries to help learners overcome these
weaknesses.
This kind of positive evaluation of a future outcome is more likely to pertain to the
real world than the research world. It relates to impact, defined by the UK Economic
and Social Research Council (n.d.) as ‘the demonstrable contribution that excellent re-
search makes to society and the economy’.
Real world entities do not need to be tangible. Anything that can be evaluated, and
which is not a research procedure, theory or framework, can be regarded as falling into
the ‘real world’ category. Thus abstract concepts such as ‘relationships’ can be consid-
ered as pertaining to the real world, and can be given value in order to create a ‘re-
search space’ for the writer. Swales’ examples of Move 1 (‘Establishing a Territory’)
(1990, 2004) include these kind of abstract real world concepts, especially as a means
of claiming centrality (Step 1). In example (20), taken from the introduction to a re-
search article, ‘the relationship between ideology, context of culture, context of situation
and language’ is evaluated positively as an ‘appealing area’ and is a kind of ‘topic
generalization’, Step 2 of Move 1 (Swales 1990: 141).
(20)Systemic functional linguistics offers a number of different models of the
relationship between ideology, context of culture, context of situation and
language, and research on modeling of context continues (Hasan, 2009). Indeed,
context of situation as a construct has been criticized by those within and outside
SFL for being vague and indeterminate (Bowcher, 2010, p77). Nevertheless, it is an
intuitively appealing area of research.
Thus, linguistic resources pertaining to the real world represent situations that hap-
pen/exist, have happened/existed, are happening/existing, or can happen/exist in the
real world. In example (17) the evaluation of the real world entity (learner behavior)
did not serve to support the writer’s argument, but in other examples the writers take
responsibility for their evaluations and use them to create a research space (examples
(18)–(19)) or predict impact (example (20)).
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Evaluations of the real world can serve the writer’s purpose as a means of negotiation
with the research community. This is achieved by aligning the writer with the reader or
with prior researchers, or by distancing the writer from the reader or the prior research,
and by creating a research space, or predicting positive research impact. The work of
Thetela and Hood, however, assigns a negotiating function only to the evaluation of en-
tities in the research world, and conversely treats real world evaluations as non-
negotiable. Thus, we argue that Thetela and Hood’s contextual framework, illustrated
in Fig. 5, should be adjusted to take into account the negotiable aspects of real-world
evaluation, as in Fig. 6.
Figure 6 identifies not two but three distinct contexts:
1) Context 1 refers to the research world (the investigation process) where the choice
of evaluation is affected by the writer’s argumentative intention (−real +
argumentative intention).
2) Context 2 is the new category, referring to real world situations where the choice of
evaluation is affected by the writer’s argumentative intention. (+real + argumentative
intention)
3) Context 3 refers to real world situations where the choice of evaluation is not
affected by the writer’s argumentative intention. (+real -argumentative intention)
Criteria need to be set for the identification of each context
Before identifying each context, researchers first need to choose an approach they pre-
fer to help with identifying evaluative resources. In this paper, we choose to draw on
the Appraisal theory, developed by Martin and White (2005) within Systemic Func-
tional Linguistics. Therefore, in example (21), we identified ‘according to’ and ‘essential’
as evaluative items.
(21)According to the framework of test method facets (Bachman, 1990), genre is an
essential element in the input test takers receive.
The next step is to identify in which world (research or real world) ‘according to’ and
‘essential’ function as evaluations. We have established that what we term the ‘research
world’ is related to the investigative process, whereas what we term the ‘real world’ is
Fig. 5 Thetela’s and Hood’s perception about the nature of contexts
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related to anything being investigated that has happened/is happening/can happen/
can exist in the real world. It is not difficult to distinguish them. In example (21),
‘according to’ is a reference to the research world and ‘essential’ is a reference to
the real world.
The third step is to identify whether the real world evaluation ‘essential’ is affected by
the writer’s argumentative intention (i.e. Context 2: +real + argumentative intention).
However, intuition alone is not sufficient for identification; there needs to be some sys-
tematic way of testing the function in order to avoid individual variations in interpret-
ation. One way of doing this is to replace any positive evaluation with a negative
evaluation, or replace any negative evaluation with a positive evaluation, and seeing what
effect this has on the meaning of the text. For example, in example (21), ‘genre’, as an
element in the input test takers receive, is evaluated as ‘essential’, and if we replace ‘essen-
tial’ with ‘useless’, a negative evaluation, this will undermine the writer’s effort to justify
the importance of examining genre. Therefore, ‘essential’ should be classed as Context 2
(+real + argumentative intention).
Example (22) illustrates how a paragraph is marked up using the criteria given above.
References to Context 1 are in bold, references to Context 2 are bold italics, refer-
ences to Context 3 are in italics.
(22)This study is also potentially relevant to the creation of equivalent versions of
tests. This application is particularly important in view of the trend of allowing
students to choose between two or more tests or tasks in one test administration
(e.g., Michigan English Language Assessment Battery (MELAB); di Gennaro, 2009;
Plakans, 2009), which has received research attention (e.g., Hamp-Lyons & Kroll,
1996; Hamp-Lyons & Mathias, 1994; Peretz & Shoham, 1990; Polio & Glew, 1996).
The present study found that different genres elicited different performances
from examinees, and their task performances conflicted with their perceptions
of task difficulty. These findings might have effects on test reliability, validity
and fairness. Hence, these findings call for attention from test writers who
might want to use different text types when designing equivalent summary
writing tasks in a test.
Inevitably there will still be some degree of subjectivity in this procedure, because a
writer’s purpose is always open to interpretation.
Fig. 6 The actual nature of contexts
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Conclusion
This study has analyzed the role of contexts in persuasive academic writing in terms of
the function of evaluative resources. We have seen that evaluative resources can create
different communicative effects depending on what is being evaluated. Scrutiny and com-
parison of the most inspiring prior research (Sinclair 1981; Thetela 1997; Hunston 2000;
Hood 2004) has led us to the formulation of a new, practical distinction between three
categories of context: −real + argumentative intention, +real + argumentative intention,
and + real – argumentative intention. Each of these categories is mutually exclusive, and it
is therefore easier to identify and compare the evaluative resources within each category.
In practice, it enables us to focus on those evaluative resources which are most interesting
from a functional perspective – i.e. those that are affected by the writer’s argumentative
intention, and filter out those evaluative resources which do not serve arguments.
Samraj (2002:15) has added additional options to Moves 1 and 2 of the original CARS
model (Swales 1990: 141), so that in Move 1 (Establishing a Territory) claiming central-
ity can involve the research world and/or the real world, and similarly in Move 2
(Establishing a Niche) indicating a gap can involve either or both of these worlds. The
importance of evaluative context has not yet been recognized, however, in materials for
teaching and learning academic writing, and does not appear to feature in second lan-
guage learning syllabuses. Having identified these three categories, a next stage will be
to apply this system to the analysis of a considerable quantity of research writing – not
only research articles, but also proposals, dissertations, and other types of persuasive
writing which concerns research activity. It should then be possible to identify the types
of evaluative resource most frequently associated with each of the three categories, and
to feed this information into EAP syllabuses and materials for the teaching and learning
of research writing.
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